'What you focus on in your life grows, what you think about expands, what you dwell on, determines your destiny'.

OPJMS, a seraphic institution has carved its own destiny by dwelling with single-mined zeal on creativity, innovation and quality in all domains-scholastic, co-scholastic and sports. Enshrining values and conventions in all significant educational processes without losing the pulse of dynamic character of modern education, OPJMS has established itself a crusader for higher standards.

Our school is like a tree of vision and beliefs and ever growing and spreading its canopy of learning to nurture us with passion to be the trendsetters of tomorrow. We have been bestowed upon a gift of learning and knowledge by alma-mater which we are overwhelmingly exhilarated to celebrate and revel in.

OPJMS entwines scholastics with myriad Co-scholastics and Sports activities opening new portals of higher awareness for all of us.

The year 2012-13 has witnessed a steady shower of accolades and succession of glorious landmarks in academics – a true signature vibrance of our hallowed institute which we are honoured to share with all of you.

Overwhelming success, at CBSE class X examination induced a spirit of festivity and exultation when out of 250 students, 66 students registered a sweeping victory with a phenomenal 10 CGPA while 77 students took the legacy of achievement forward by falling in the category of 9 to 9.8 CGPA.

Carrying on with the winning streak, the magnificent performance of class XII at All India Senior Secondary Certificate Examination 2013 and the success story of our top notchers have paved their way to the golden annals of OPJMS. Out of 184 student who appeared for Class XII AISS Exam 2013 under non-medical, medical and commerce stream, a total of 54 student proved their mettle by making it to the topmost category of 90% and above. Recording a historical feat, Vaibhav Gupta, Mohit Jindal and Shrinkhla Jain of Commerce stream infused us with a sense of pride by scoring a whopping 96.2%, 95.8% and 95.6% respectively.

Holding the baton of glory further, Deepanshu Bansal, Parth Dev and Shivangi Maheshwari of Non-Medical stream seamlessly blended diligence and dedication to reap rich reward of 95.4%, 94.4% and 93.6% respectively.
Setting themselves as accomplished students by attempting to overtake time, Kunal Chutani and Rajat Ahlawadi of medical stream writ glory to their names by attaining 92.4% and 92%.

The flame of glory continued to glow with intensity with unprecedented subject wise performance of students of various streams in CBSE class XII Boards. Having come to be recognized as a Mathematics wizard, Vaibhav Gupta scored 100% marks in Mathematics. 10 students proved that quality is an outcome of a perfect synthesis of willingness and intelligent efforts with 95% marks in chemistry. Not lagging behind and sailing past all hurdles, Rajat Setia registered 96% marks in Physics. Proving that literary genius is never born but made, Priya Garg outshone others with 96% marks in English, Kanika Dhamija and Nikita Kakkar embraced success with cent percent marks in Accountancy. Exhibiting artistic flair, Rajat Alawadi and Mansi Ranga left their marks in painting by notching up 99 % marks. Displaying their acumen in economics, Mohit Jindal and Khusboo Garg streaked across the horizon of glory with 98% marks. While Puneet, recorded a phenomenal 96% marks in Business Studies.

OPJMS generates myriad opportunities to nurture talent, harness creative energy and foster skills in us through a flurry of Interschool, State and National level competition. Navsheen Singhal of Class X displayed his ingenuity in 15th National Science Olympiad 2012 by securing State Rank I and 43rd International rank. Another milestone was touched when Srishti Jain of Class X was selected for Indian national Junior Science. Olympiad conducted by Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education. Three teams comprising two students each- Daksh Mehta and Vivek Kumar, Tanya Jain and Sonal and Yati Arora and Shubhangi of class X basked in the glory of victory by securing 223, 224 and 225 ranks respectively in the ‘Technothlon’ an International School Championship organized by IIT Guwahati. Notching up a glittering star of achievement to revel in its gleam, Swapan and Siddhant’s model on ‘Low Space Urban Farming Techniques- making Green Eco- system outside and Inside’ was selected for National Level CBSE Science Exhibition out of 260 exhibits.

Warding off a torrid fight from ingenious competitors, Muskan Yadav of Class X displayed her model on ‘Automatic Regulating system at SCERT, Gurgaon which was selected for the National Level Competition.

Saanidhi’s phenomenal performance and her spontaneous and admirable expression, afforded her a leverage over her opponents in the National Level Science Seminar on ‘Water Cooperation –Issues and Challenges’. She made her alma mater proud by securing second position.

Navsheen Singal of class X and Jigyasa Sharma of Class XI trod the boulevard of glory as they battled their way to the first and second positions respectively in the Inter-School Declamation Contest organized by Campus School, Hisar.

Throbbing with the creative pulse and holding competitors and audience in awe and with his admirable skills rhetory, Chaitanya of Class XI bagged first position in English Debate
Competition while Harsh Arya grabbed the second prize in Hindi Debate Competition in the Space Exploration Awareness programme of HARSAC.
With his verbal prowess and gift of the gab, Chaitanya Bansal once again entered the hall of fame by pocketing first prize at District, Zonal and State level Declamation Contests.

The list of accomplishments would be incomplete without the special mention of Inter School Debate Competition organized by the school to commemorate the worthy ideals of its founder father Sh. OP Jindal on his Birth Anniversary. Out of 12 teams that participated zealously in the Competition, our school team comprising Chaitanya Bansal of XI and Jigyasa Sharma of XII savoured awe-inspiring victory with their distinguished performance and lifted the overall most coveted OP Jindal Memorial Running Trophy.

Carrying the baton of achievement further, our quiz wizards, Umang Aggarwal, Prashant and Ajay of class XII and Sahil Sahu of class XI bagged the first prize in XIX All India Inter School Science Quiz-Prism 2013 organised by BRCM Public School.
Out playing his tough opponents, Ajay Kumar of Class XII proved to audience what a nail biting finish probably means by pocketing third prize in the Quiz Competition.